Tech./Data Sheet

LIQUID RELEASE
PRODUCT NAME

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
CAUTION – Do not take internally,
or allow prolonged contact with the
skin. If swallowed contact a
physician immediately.
KEEP AWAY FROM CHILDREN.
KEEP AWAY FROM OPEN
FLAMES.

LIQUID RELEASE
MANUFACTURER & DISTRIBUTOR
OF INDUSTRIAL CHEMICALS
1611 GUNN HWY
ODESSA, FLORIDA 33556
(813) 886-8811

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Increte Systems LIQUID RELEASE
is a specially formulated liquid release
agent for use indoors or outdoors
where powder release agents are too
dusty to use. This release agent forms
a moisture barrier between the
stamping tools and wet concrete to
facilitate the release of the flexible
tools.

APPLICATION PROCESS
LIQUID RELEASE should be sprayed
lightly on the under-side of the
stamping tool. Before stamping, the
concrete should be allowed to cure to a
spongy but firm surface that is not
hard. Once the concrete is stamped,
remove the stamping tool immediately
but carefully and allow the concrete
surface to dry. Reapply Liquid Release
as needed throughout stamping
process.
FINISHING
Remove any residual material with a
10:1 acid wash (10 parts water to 1
part muriatic acid) or clean with
Grease-A-Way prior to sealing.

Benefits
LIQUID RELEASE
can be used indoors and has a
pleasant bubble gum fragrance not
irritating to the nasal passages.

The flash point of this material is
148ºF.

AVAILABILITY
Available through distributors or
contact manufacturer.

PACKAGING
Square metal 1-gallon cans; Metal
five-gallon pails; and 55-gallon drums.
.

WARRANTY
All recommendations, statements
and technical data contained herein
based on tests we believe to be
reliable and correct, but accuracy
and completeness of said tests are
not guaranteed and are not to be
construed as a warranty, either
expresses or implied. User shall rely
on his own information and tests to
determine suitability of the product
for the intended use and user
assumes all risk and liability
resulting from his use of the product
of this manufacturer which proves to
be defective. Neither seller nor
manufacturer shall be liable to the
buyer or any third person having
any injury, loss or damage directly
or indirectly resulting from use of or
inability to use the product.
Recommendations or statements
other than those contained in
written agreement signed by an
officer of the manufacturer shall not
be binding upon the manufacturer
or seller

